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Abstract
The East Midlands suffers from one of the most si gnificant data skills gaps i n the UK, and those students with the s trongest data skills are more likely to go i nto banki ng and financi al

services (Advance HE, 2021). To address this gap, we developed a Tradi ng Room simulation modul e, to devel op students' data skills and financial services expertise using real-time

data. MSc students are appointed as analysts , given responsibility for trades in a sector of the UK economy, and asked to make buy/sell/hol d recommendations using a variety of trading
models and strategies. Their financial and ESG performance is tracked in real-time, and students submit a trading diary as part of their end of term assignment.

Reflection and meta-cognition ar e important elements in self-regulated learning (Wallin & Adawi, 2017). The students’ trading diaries offer the possibility to explore how they construc t
and adapt their epistemological beliefs about tradi ng models in response to real-time events. The di aries will be analysed using a structur ed, gr ounded theory approach, whereby the

research focuses on the idea of concept co-creati on during self-regulated l earni ng (Henwood & Pidgeon, 2006). This is the social constructi onist version of gr ounded theory, wher e

theoretical categories are cons tructed during the research process (Charmaz, 2006). Data will conti nue to be analysed until theor etical saturation has been achi eved, l ooking for
instances that do not fit (negative cases) to elaborate the theory. In particular, the impact of trading gains and losses on students’ learning about trading models will be explored.

More broadly, this r esearch pr ovides insights i nto the performativity (Mackenzi e et al., 2007) of the tradi ng m odels, filling a gap i n the literatur e by exploring the extent to w hich real-time
events influence how students chose and adapt these models (Svetlova, 2018).
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Trading Simulation
In Week 1, s tudents ar e appointed as a sector analyst, e.g.: as an Oil and Gas

analyst . Each student is given a stock in that sector, picked at random from the
FTSE All Share, e.g.: British Petroleum. Students are then taught some theory –

how to use the Refinitiv (Refinitiv, 2022) combined al pha model (CAM) – and are

asked whether they will HOLD the original company, or SELL and BUY a
competitor. For simplicity, and to reduce burn-out, they are told to limit their

analysis to no more than 5 competitors, and to trade on only two occasi ons – in
Week 2 and Week 6.

Over subsequent w eeks, s tudents are taught alternatives to CAM – Val ue-

Momentum (VALMO), Momentum (MOM), Relative Valuation (RV), Analyst
Revisions (ARM), Ear nings Quality (EQ), and Beta. In seminars, students discuss

which alphas are working for their stock and sec tor, and the impact of stock-
specific and macroeconomic news on performance.

Trading Strategies
1. PASSIVE. The m ost common tr ading s trategy is to do nothi ng – passive.
Around 20% of students would be expected to HOLD, given 5 com petitors to

choose from, but the actual proporti on is around 50%. In terms of model use,

these students write about contr adictory models, and uncertainty, as reasons for
their inaction

2. MODEL BELIEVERS. This group deci de to follow a particular m odel, usually
CAM. There are sub-categories of believer, as follows:

a. COMMITTED. F or this gr oup, the data r einforces their choice of model, and

they become fully committed to a si ngle m odel, ignoring other models and news
that contradict their decision

b. W AVERERS. For this group, the data are contradictory – their stock
underperforms some, but not all, of its peers, and/or other models suggest a

different trade – but they continue to believe their choice of model is correct and
will perform in the future

c. IRR ATION ALS. For this group, the data are cl ear that their model choice does

not expl ain price performance - for exam ple, MOM or RV are m ore important in
their sec tor over the period. How ever, they i gnore the evidence and write about

how their stock is the best in reference to the model

3. QU ANTAMENTALS. This third group is the smallest . T heir starting poi nt is not
the model, but performance data for their stock. They write regular updates using

models and news to expl ain price performance, using data to validate w hich
models and fac tors offer the best expl anations. Their m odel use is more fl uid and

reflective than the other trading strategies.

Analysis
We find that models are not consistently used as ‘pr actical decision-making

instruments ...(under)… conditi ons of radical uncertainty and symmetrical
ignorance’ (Svetlova, 2018, p13) since the most common tradi ng strategy is

PASSIVE. T hat is, the biggest challenge is i nacti on – how to bring about

change. Where students do trade, our findings confirm Svetlova's 'cultures of
model use’ (Svetlova, 2018, p144) which i ncludes commitment to a single

model; model-switching; and quantamental traders w ho iterate between data,
models and non-models. Unlike Svetlova, we do not find evidence for counter-

performative traders. H owever, we do find irrational traders w ho i gnore the

performance of their stock and, instead, see model performance as a proxy for
stock performance.

Discussion
We rely on the finance literature to discuss culture of model use.
PASSIVE tr ading is considered a rational s trategy in the finance literature

(Fama and French, 2010). However, as students are required to trade, and as

they ar e told to ignore transac tion costs, we consider the high proportion of
passive i nvestors to be a strong status quo bi as (Samuelson and Zeckhauser,

1988). In our follow up work, we will further investi gate what are the barriers to
decision-making: risk aversion, information overload, low confidence, or other

reasons.

We consider model BELIEVERS to be different forms of confirmation bias
(Nickerson, 1998). COMMITTED traders see an illusory correlation betw een the

model and stock performance; W AVERERS are dealing with uncertainty by
discarding contradictory informati on; and IRRATION ALS can maintain hi gher

levels of cognitive dissonance. In our follow up w ork, we will investigate whether

decision-making is affected by stock characteristics – risk and retur n – or by
student char acteristics - performance on the modul e. Additi onally, in the study

period, som e sec tors wer e more heavily impac ted by macroeconomic news –
the war in Ukraine – than others, leading to greater uncertainty.

The last group, QU ANTAMENTALS, are more abl e to switch between models

and other factors, weavi ng these into fluid stories about stock returns. In our
follow up w ork, we will investigate the factors that l ead to their storytelling

abilities: do they have better information, or l ess information; do they have
innate personal qualities , such as higher confi dence or self-belief; and ar e there

external factors that enhance their ability to m ake decisions, such as their stock

and sector being lower risk.


